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MOSA TF KIT I9 L-4x240
Lighting Tower 

        

   

Product price:  

5.925,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

MOSA TF KIT I9 L-4x240 Light Tower 

MOSA TF I9 L-4x240 is a light tower equipped with 4 halogen lamps 240 W, it guarantees a high
illuminated area of more than 4800 square meters.

MOSA TF I9 L-4x240 are light towers without integrated generator, it is characterized by
extremely compact size and square shape. 

Two features that optimize and facilitate the positioning and transport on mobile vehicles such as
trucks, vans or on the special trailer approved for road traffic, available as an option, with single
or double axle, complete with 4 extendable and foldable stabilizers, lighting system and front
wheel.

The MOSA TF I9 L-4x240 light tower are mobile lighting units designed to ensure maximum
reliability of operation even in the harshest environments.
One of the most characteristic elements is the upper protection of the telescopic pole, a MOSA
exclusive, which safeguards one of the most delicate points of the entire MOSA TF I9 L-4x240
from atmospheric agents, building site waste, dust and leaves.

The pole, with hydraulic lifting of the MOSA TF I9 L-4x240 is complete with safety valve, reaches
a maximum height of 9 meters.
The different types of lamps available guarantee a great versatility of use in any work
environment and for both outdoor and indoor applications.
Sectors of use: construction, rental, events, emergency.

Technical characteristics MOSA TF I9 L-4x240: 
- Telescopic galvanized pole
- Hydraulic lifting
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- Safety valve for manual descent
- Projectors that can be manually oriented on the two axes
- Base prepared for fixing on frame
- Lifting hooks

Maximum height (mt.): 9
Rise: Hydraulic
Lit area: 4800 m²
Lamps: LED
Lights: 4 x 240 W
Transportability: Fixed
Dry weight (Kg): 400
Min. (mm): 600x1070x1870
Max. (mm): 600x1410x8600
Wind stability (Km/h): 80
Pole rotation: 340°

Are you looking for a light tower with different features? Here you can find the entire range Mosa
or other brands specializing in the field.
The images are purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Type of lamps: LED
Lamps: 4 x 240 W
Telescopic pole: Galvanized
Illuminated area (m²): 4800
Total lumens (Lm): 153476
Lifting System: Hydraulic lifting system
Maximum height (m): 9
Mast rotation: 340°
Open size (mm): 600 x 1410 x 8600
Closed size (mm): 600x1070x1870
Transportability: Stationary
Stability to wind (Km/h): 80 Km/h
Dry weight (Kg): 400
Brushes: No
Feed Type: Single-Phase
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